Introduction
Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over the real numbers. An element X ^ g is called elliptic if ad X operates semisimply with purely imaginary spectrum. We assume that g admits an open Inn (g) -invariant convex cone W with non-empty elliptic interior W°. This assumption is satisfied whenever g is hermitian or compact non~ semisimple, but also for a large class of nonreductive Lie algebras, for instance the Jacobi algebras i) w X $>£ (n, M) , n ^ BJ, where § n denotes the 2n + l dimensional Heisenberg algebra.
If G is a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, we build the complex Ol'shanskil semigroup FG (W) = GExp (iW) , which may be understood as a quotient by TI\ (G) of the universal covering semigroup of (expc^ (g + i W) ) , where Gcc denotes a simply connected complex group with Lie algebra gc. 2^G , z,w^D, and that the prescription K *-* $K defines a correspondence between holomorphic biinvariant positive definite kernels and biinvariant Hilbert spaces. Now the natural question arises how U ® p, $ K ) decomposes into irreducible representations, i.e., we ask for a Plancherel Theorem for Biinvariant Hilbert Spaces. Using the considerations from above one can show that this problem is more or less equivalent to the problem of decomposing a biinvariant kernel K into its extremal constituents.
One may consider a complex Ol'shanski! semigroup as a complexification of the symmetric space (G X G) /A (G) = G, where A (G) = {(g, g} ^ G x G: g e G) is the diagonal, and every biinvariant domain as a (G X G) -invariant domain of this complexification. Thus biinvariant Hilbert spaces are a special class of invariant Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on certain complexifications of symmetric spaces (cf. [KN097] for more details). Such invariant Hilbert spaces have already been studied in [H0091] , where a Plancherel Formula for the Hardy space corresponding to an affine symmetric space is proved. But it seems to be too early for a discussion of invariant Hilbert spaces in general, because a detailed knowledge of spherical highest weight representations and their associated characters is needed; a theory which is still in development (see [KrNe96] , [KN097.98] , [Kr98b, d] for the latest results).
The most powerful method in dealing with invariant Hilbert spaces is to embed the invariant Hilbert space into a biinvariant one and then using the results of the biinvariant setting. Thus it is inevitable to understand biinvariant Hilbert spaces first Since we kept large parts of this paper general, it provides many tools to deal with invariant Hilbert spaces as soon as the theory of spherical highest weight representations is sufficiently far developed.
Plancherel Theorems have already been proved for special classes of biinvariant Hilbert spaces, namely for the Hardy spaces corresponding to linear hermitian (cf. [0182] , [0191] , [0195] ) and solvable Lie groups (cf. [H10192]) as well as for a Bergman space associated to Sp (w,M) (cf. [Pe96] ). The Plancherel Theorem for Hardy spaces for arbitrary G was suggested in [Ne95] . But in all cases established so far one has needed very special assumptions on the group, for example compactness of the center if the group is reductive to guarantee discrete decomposability. This is because in this special case the "abstract" desintegration theory of C*-algebras (cf. [Ne94] , [Kr98c]) really gives "concrete" realizations. But in general the C*-theory fails for giving explicit answers. In this paper we give a sufficiently concrete description of the Plancherel theorem for all applications. It will serve as a foundation for a general treatment of Hardy and Bergman spaces (cf. [Kr98a] ).
The paper is organised as follows: I . Conuclear spaces and integral representations II . Positive definite kernels on complex manifolds M. Biinvariant domains in complex Ol'shanskii semigroups IV. The Plancherel Theorem for Biinvariant Hilbert Spaces.
One main ingredient in the proof of the Plancherel Theorem is Thomas' Integral Representation Theorem for Conuclear Cones (cf . [Th94] ) . Section I is devoted to a brief discussion of conuclear spaces and explains the Integral Representation Theorem.
Let M be a separable complex manifold and M the same manifold equipped with the opposite complex structure. Let •
The next proposition describes the interplay between nuclear and conuclear spaces.
Proposition 1.4. (0 Let E be a quasicomplete locally convex space. Then E is conuclear if and only if its strong dual El is nuclear.
(ii) The strong dual of a nuclear Frechet space is nuclear. Remark 1. 7. Our definition of an admissible parametrization is more general than the one given in [Th94] . There an admissible parametrization is defined to be an injective continuous map 7: T -* C such that j is an admissible section and j~l\ imj 1 -* T is universally measurable. We are lead to this generalization, since the parametrizations we have in mind are not continuous. However, as we will see below, the Integral Representation Theorem in [Th94, p. 226 Again by the definition of an admissible parametrization fji-= (f" 1 ) *. v is a Radon measure on T. Thus we obtain that x = /r 7 (0 d^ (f) , and ^ is unique if and only if F x is a lattice. (iii) This is a direct consequence of (0 and (ii). (iv) It is clear that F^5?(T) C and hence 0^ is a well define order preserving map.
It follows from the Radon-Nikodym Theorem (cf. [Sch73, Ch.I, §6, Th. 14] ) that (F u , <) is a lattice. Thus F x is a lattice whenever 0 U is an order isomorphism.
To prove the converse, let ^ be uniquely determined by x. In view of (ii), this means that F^ is a lattice. We claim F y is a lattice for every jy^F^. In fact, let a,b^F y . Since F x is a lattice, aVb and a/\b exists in F x . Now aVb, a/\b^F y , proving the claim.
According to (ii), our claim implies that every element of F x has a unique measure representing it. In particular, 0^ is injective. Next we show that 0^ is onto. Fix y ^ F x and let u ^ ft (T) c be a corresponding measure. W.l.o.g. we may assume that y < x. Then x -y ^ C and we find a Radon measure a representing x~y. But then jl=v + a is a Radon measure representing x, hence equal to ^ by the uniqueness of fi. Thus v < JJL, and so i^F^. This shows that 0ui is onto and also that 0^ is order preserving, concluding the proof of (iv). ®
II. Positive Definite Kernels on Complex Manifolds
In this section M denotes always a complex manifold and we write M for M equipped with the opposite complex structure. It is our aim to apply the Integral where A runs over all compact subsets of M. We show that
is a positive semidefinite operator and K (x,y) *

=K(y,x) holds for all x^y^X. (ii) A function K: XX X-*B (V) is a B (V) -valued positive definite kernel if and only if there exists a Hilbert space #£^V
The inequality "^" is clear. Using Proposition II.2(ii), we obtain that
for all x,y ^ M, proving the converse. Now we can show that (0 The mapping 
is aw-order isomorphism if and only if /I is uniquely determined by K. (iii) Let % be the Borel (J-algebra of T and set K
defines an isometry of (kerJ3 5 ) -1 onto 3f K B. This shows the first assertion. Finally we have to show that Q is an isometry if ^ is uniquely determined by K. To each B e ® we associate the projection Proof, (i) The first assertion follows from Lemma 11.10, the second one from Proposition 11.11.
(ii) This follows from (i) and Proposition II.4(ii). 
(s).K^) teT = t (s)dfi(t). flrto (v)
for alUeM, v elands es.
•
Extension to the Envelope of Holomorphy
We conclude this paragraph with a remark on the extension of a positive definite holomorphic kernel on a complex manifold M to a positive definite holomorphic kernel on the envelope of holomorphy of M. (b) Suppose that g admits a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t and let E £ g be a Inn (g) -invariant subset consisting of elliptic elements. Then E can be reconstructed from its trace in t, i.e., E = Inn (g). (E fl t). This follows for instance from the fact that each elliptic element is contained in a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra and the fact that all compactly Cartan subalgebras of g are conjugate under Inn (g) (cf. [Ne.99, Th. VII. 1.4]).
• From now on we assume that g contains a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t and that there exists an elliptic cone W ^ g. Definition IIL3. (a) Let W £ g be a closed elliptic cone. Let G, resp. Gc, be the simply connected Lie groups associated to g, resp. g c , and set Gi"-= (exp g) £ Gc. Then Lawson's Theorem (cf. [HiNe93, Th. 7.34, 35] ) says that the subset F Gl (W)' = Gi exp(iW) is a closed subsemigroup of Gc and the polar map is a homeomorphism. Proof. In view of Lemma III.6(ii), this is a direct consequence of Theorem 11.12. m
Now the universal covering semigroup F G (W) '-= F Gl (W) has a similar structure. We can lift the exponential function exp: Q + iW -+ F G i (W) to an exponential mapping Exp: Q + iW~* F G (W) with Exp (0) =1 and thus obtain a polar map G X W-+F G (W), (g,X) ^gE*v(iX} which is a homeomorphism. If G is a connected Lie group associated to g, then it\ (G) is a discrete central subgroup of F G (W) and we obtain a covering homomorphism FG(W) -*• F G (W)' = Fs'(W)/Ti:i(G) (cf. [HiNe93, Ch. 3]). It is easy to see that there is also a polar map G X W -* FG (W) , (g, X) *-» #Exp (iX)
IV. The Planeherel Theorem for Biinvariant Hilbert Spaces
In this chapter we finally derive the Plancherel Theorem. In view of Proposition III. 7, the main task hereby is to clarify which kind of representations (n t , $t) occur in the integral decomposition of (TC K , $K) and what the parameter space T could be. It turns out that the occuring representations (n t , fflt) in the integral decomposition of (KK, $K) are highest weight representations and that there is an admissible parametrization of Ext(^(D 2 ) z ) by highest weights.
Highest Weight Representations
To step further we first need some terminology concerning Lie algebras with compactly embedded Cartan subalgebras.
Definition IV.l. Let g be a real algebra admitting a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t. We also write K*> = K x \ DxD for the restriction of K* to D X D. Proposition IV .3 implies in particular that the map is injective and that im7 is a section of Ext (9 (D 2 ) i) . In the remaining part of this section we will be concerned with the prove that 7 is in fact an admissible parametrization. From that the Plancherel Theorem will follow. Our objective is to obtain an integral representation for kernels K 9 (jf}i. To achieve this, Remark IV.4 tells us that it is no restriction to assume from the beginning that g is admissible. From now on we will make this assumption.
The Set of Highest Weights
This subsection is devoted to an explicit description of the set of all Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma IV. 5. n
Note that a necessary condition for L U) to be unitarizable is A ^ iC& n (cf. • ;=1
Now Lemma IV .7 and Lemma IV ,9 imply that there exists an analytic function fm,j,i on ® such that is the one from Proposition II . 8.
Proof. We only have to put together Proposition III. 7, Proposition IV. 3(0 and Theorem IV. 11, and the assertions follow. 
